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Abstract— We present a unified approach to decentralized
formation control of a network of agents, where the agents
are modeled in the framework of geometric mechanics. The
approach naturally accommodates underactuation, second-
order agent dynamics, and nonholonomic constraints. Overall
formation objectives are specified for a virtual structure (VS),
while individual agent objectives are defined relative to the
VS. We restate the formation control problem as a coupled
set of local two-body problems. We construct a decentralized
formation controller assuming independent solution of the
local problems, plus asymptotic consensus of the VS states.
A constructive solution of the local problem completes the
controller design. The method is illustrated on simulations
of two planar systems—a waypoint tracking and formation
reconfiguration problem, and a target intercept problem using
proportional navigation. To our knowledge, these problems have
not been previously solved in the control literature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem considered herein is the decentralized control
of a formation of vehicles, so that the collective formation
fulfills some desired overall objective without violating dy-
namic constraints on the individual agents. We also refer to
this problem as simultaneous constraint satisfaction (SCS),
because the forces acting on the agents must satisfy both the
constraints on the individual agents and the constraints on
the collective formation. Formation control includes many
subtopics, including path planning, formation initialization,
formation maintenance, and formation reconfiguration. Most
existing work addresses only one or two of these aspects, or
treats only a particular class of agents. The present work
makes extensive use of the geometric theory of mechan-
ical systems, sometimes referred to as simple mechanical
systems, to model both the formation behavior and the
individual agent dynamics. This allows a unified and inte-
grated treatment of the general problem, encompassing many
different formation objectives and vehicle types.

The formation maintenance task has been the subject
of extensive research, with the goal of robust performance
without excessive communication requirements [1], [2]. We
briefly review key previous results, focusing on those most
relevant to the approach taken below. For broader surveys of
the field see [1], [2], [3].

In a leader-follower architecture each agent defines its
place in the formation with respect to a certain lead vehicle
[3]. All agents may track the same leader, or each may have
its own. This approach replaces a fully connected commu-
nication topology with a much simpler topology requiring
only one-way communication from a leader to each of its
followers. However if an agent is lost, then its followers will
not be able to maintain their position, nor will their followers,

and so on. This chain of dependencies creates a highly fault-
intolerant system. A virtual leader (VL) or virtual structure
(VS) approach addresses this vulnerability by having each
agent define its desired position with respect to a leader
model, which is maintained in software [4]. Since the VL/VS
is not a physical system, it is not subject to physical failure.

If the various models of a particular VL/VS maintained by
different agents do not agree, then the formation will not be
properly controlled. Ensuring that agents arrive at the same
values of some set of quantities is the consensus problem.
The connection between consensus and VS formation control
is known [5]. Ren and Beard build upon the consensus
problem to implement decentralized VS control in a network
of fully actuated agents, by distributing the generation of the
VS dynamics [1]. In this paper we extend decentralized VS
control to include underactuated agents, and we expand the
class of formation objectives that may be incorporated. Our
approach requires that the network asymptotically reaches
consensus for the VS state, for which we make use of known
consensus control solutions developed for simple mechanical
systems [6], [7], [8]. However, any suitable consensus control
approach may be used instead.

Our approach is based on the realtime dynamically feasible
trajectory generation algorithm presented by the authors in
[9]. That scheme was restricted to agents with unicycle
dynamics, and required global communication of a binary
signal among all agents. Furthermore, that earlier result
addressed only trajectory generation, and so required a
separate tracking controller to be provided. In contrast, the
decentralized controller presented here is implementable on
any communication topology allowing consensus, and incor-
porates both the trajectory generation and tracking tasks.

We begin our development by restating the formation
control problem as a coupled set of local two-body problems,
each consisting of an agent and a local model of the VS. If
there are n agents in the formation, there will be n such two-
body systems. We refer to the local two-body control prob-
lem as local simultaneous constraint satisfaction (LSCS).
We construct a centralized formation controller assuming
simultaneous solution of the LSCS problems, where each
shares exact knowledge of the VS input and states. We then
construct a decentralized formation controller by replacing
the requirement of exact knowledge by asymptotic consensus
for the VS states. Finally, we complete the controller design
by showing that LSCS is solvable if the local system satisfies
a certain rank condition, in which case we present construc-
tive dynamic feedback linearization solutions to LSCS for
systems of arbitrary relative degree. It can be shown that the
physical systems of concern all must have relative degree
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three or lower. The approach applies to 2D and 3D systems,
both fully actuated and under actuated, subject to holonomic
or nonholonomic constraints. To the best of our knowledge,
it is a more general formation control framework than any
presented to date.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
background material on constrained mechanical systems.
Section III shows how the centralized and decentralized
formation control problems reduce to the LSCS problem.
Section IV shows that a solution to the LSCS problem exists
if certain relative degree conditions are satisfied. Section V
presents two simple but illustrative examples which, to the
best of our knowledge, appear in this paper for the first time.
Finally, Section VI summarizes the results and describes
future extensions and applications.

II. CONSTRAINED MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Let manifold Q be the configuration space of a mechanical
system. Denote a configuration by q ∈ Q and a system
trajectory by q(t). The velocity of q(t) is denoted by v(t) =
q̇. Denote by TQ the tangent bundle of Q. A constrained
mechanical system on Q is defined by the kinetic energy
metric G, the forces acting on the system f and a distribution
D that defines the velocity constraints. The distribution D is
assumed to be of constant rank mD. The metric G defines
a unique G-orthogonal complement to D, denoted D⊥. Let
PD : TQ → D and PD⊥ : TQ → D⊥ be the respective
projection maps, and let uD = PD(u) and uD⊥ = P⊥D (u)
be the projections of a vector u along D and along D⊥,
respectively.

The covariant derivative of vector field Y along vector
field X is written ∇XY . The covariant derivative ∇XY in
this paper always refers to the Levi-Civita connection. The
intrinsic acceleration for velocity v is the covariant derivative
of v with respect to itself, that is, ∇vv. An in-depth discus-
sion of the covariant derivative and intrinsic acceleration is
beyond our scope and we refer the reader to the text [10]. For
the purposes of this paper, it is sufficient that i) the covariant
derivative is the correct acceleration to appear in the vector
form of Newton’s equations, and ii) explicit formulas are
available to write the covariant derivative in coordinates or
in a given frame field for TQ. Using the covariant derivative
the constrained Newton equations are given by

PD⊥ (v) = 0, (1)
PD (∇vv) = PD (F ) = Fu, (2)

where F = G]f is the vector version of the force f . Let
F = Fu + F c where PD⊥ (F ) = F c denotes the physical
constraint forces that maintain v(t) ∈ D. It can be shown
that they are given by F c = −∇vP⊥D (v) where ∇vP⊥D is
the covariant derivative of P⊥D .

III. SIMULTANEOUS CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION

In this section we state the simultaneous constraint satis-
faction (SCS) problem. We consider a local version of SCS,
denoted LSCS, stated for a single agent and a local model
of the VS. We show that if the LSCS problem can be solved

for each subsystem, then SCS is solved by concatenating
the LSCS solutions. However, each of these local controllers
must have identical models of the VS, including identical
state values, at all times. To reduce the need for coordination
between subsystems, we show that if the networked agents
asymptotically come to consensus on the VS states, that
the LSCS controllers together with a consensus controller,
asymptotically solve SCS. We call this the decentralized
SCS (DSCS) controller. In the remainder of this section we
assume that LSCS has been solved, and write the SCS and
DSCS controllers in terms of this solution. In the next section
we state sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to
LSCS, and provide an explicit construction when the solution
exists. Some technical details are omitted for clarity.

V
{Ai}0
0[ ] I

DV (q) D{Ai}
(q)

0[ ]
C{Ai}D

F{Ai}

FVFV vV

v{Ai}

vV

vD⊥

q = (qV , q{Ai}
)

vD⊥= 0

qV

vV

qV
(qV , vV ) = V (FV , qV0 , vV0)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the simultaneous constraint satisfaction problem
(SCS).

Consider a collection of agents {Ai}, i = 1, . . . , n,
where each Ai is a constrained simple mechanical system.
Associated with Ai is configuration space QAi, kinetic
energy metric GAi, vector force FAi = FuAi + F cAi, and a
nonsingular distribution DAi. The distribution DAi includes
holonomic and nonholonomic constraints. FuAi denotes the
control input vector force and F cAi denotes the physical
constraint vector force associated with DAi and is given by
F cAi = −∇vAi

P⊥DAi
(vAi).

We assume that the virtual structure {V} takes the form
V = R × B where R represents a frame and B represents
a virtual body with dynamics specified relative to R. We
assume that V is modeled by a simple mechanical system
with configuration space QV , kinetic energy metric GV , and
input vector force FV . We assume that FV and its derivative
are bounded on any finite interval [0, T ].

The full formation consists of all the agents together
with the VS. The configuration space for this system is
Q = QV × QA1

× · · · × QAn
. The tangent space at q

is TqQ = TqVQV × TqA1
QA1 × · · · × TqAn

QAn and has
co-ordinates v = (vV , vA1 , . . . , vAn). We use the notation
v{Ai} = (vA1

, . . . , vAn
), F{Ai} = (FA1

, . . . , FAn
), etc.

The formation objectives are described by a distribution
DF on TqQ. This distribution DF couples the agents with
the VS. The constraint takes the form vD⊥

F
, P⊥DF

(v) =
0. For example, if the formation objective is to maintain a
constant specified relative displacement between the agents,
the corresponding constraint would be for each agent to have
zero velocity relative to the virtual frame R. Formally, we
state the following definition:

Definition 1 (Simultaneous Constraint Satisfaction):
Given agents A1, . . . ,An, each with input force FuAi

, and
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given a collective formation objective specified by VS
configuration and dynamics V , with virtual input forces
FV(t) and constraint distribution DF , we say that mapping
C{Ai}DF satisfies the simultaneous constraint satisfaction
(SCS) problem if the distribution DF is an asymptotically
stable invariant distribution of the closed-loop system
obtained by setting the agent forces to

Fu{Ai} = C{Ai}DF (q, vV , v{Ai}, vD⊥
F
, FV). (3)

The closed-loop system with control C{Ai}DF takes the
virtual forces FV as input, and responds as a single sim-
ple mechanical system V , while maintaining the formation
constraints specified by DF . A path planning algorithm can
be used to compute FV(t), or a desired behavior can be
obtained by implementing a virtual feedback control law,
FV = γV(qV , vV). We assume that FV(t) is such that the
velocity of the virtual system vV(t) is bounded. We also
allow the possibility that C{Ai}DF has internal dynamics.
The situation is as shown in Fig. 1.

Vi

Ai0
0[ ] I

DV i(qi) DAi(qi)
0[ ]

CADi

FA i

FV iFV i vV i

vA i

vV i

vDi⊥

qi = (qV i, qAi)

vDi⊥
= 0

qV i

vV i

qV i
(qV i, vV i) = Vi (FV i , qV i 0 , vV i 0)

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the local simultaneous constraint satisfaction
problem (LSCS). The LSCS controller solves a local version of SCS, where
the true VS, V , is replaced by a local model of the VS, Vi.

In a centralized control strategy the mapping C{Ai}DF of
Definition 1 requires knowledge of all agent velocities and
configurations, and generates all the agent forces. Such an
approach is limited by scaling and communication issues.
We now define a local version of SCS that will allow a less
centralized structure. Here we again apply the structure of
Fig. 1, but only to a single agent, Ai. Each agent has a local
copy Vi of the virtual system, the configuration manifold is
now Qi = QVi × QAi , and the constraint distribution is
DFi. The situation is as shown in Fig. 2, and we provide the
following definition:

Definition 2 (Local Simultaneous Constraint Satisfaction):
Given agent Ai with input force FuAi

, and desired formation
dynamics Vi with virtual input forces FVi(t) and virtual
constraint distribution DFi, we say that mapping CAiDFi

satisfies the local simultaneous constraint satisfaction
(LSCS) problem if the distribution DFi is an asymptotically
stable invariant distribution of the closed-loop system
obtained by setting the agent input forces to

FuAi
= CAiDFi

(qi, vVi , vAi
, vD⊥

Fi
, FVi). (4)

If the controller CAiDFi
solves the LSCS for the triple

(Vi, FVi(t),DFi) then it is clear that the composite controller
{FuAi

} = {CAiDF } , {CAi} makes the distribution Da ,
DF1⊕· · ·⊕DFn an asymptotically stable invariant distribu-
tion. However this does not imply that DF is asymptotical
stabilized. It is clear that additionally if the copies of the

VS models have identical trajectories then DF becomes
an asymptotically stable invariant distribution as well. The
following theorem follows immediately:

Theorem 1: Given n agents A1, . . . ,An, each with input
force FuAi

, let the controllers CAiDFi
each satisfy LSCS for

formation dynamics Vi with virtual input forces FVi(t) and
constraint distribution DFi. Then the composite controller
{CAiDFi

} satisfies SCS for agents {Ai}, desired formation
dynamics V and virtual input force FV(t) and constraint
distribution DFi if and only if Vi ≡ V , FVi(t) ≡ FV(t)
and (qVi(0), vVi(0)) = (qVj (0), vVj (0)) for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
The key aspect of the theorem is that the n separate LCSC
problems are solved with Vi ≡ V , meaning that the local
controllers must maintain identical copies of the virtual
system, including input forces and initial conditions. Though
not as stringent as the communications requirements of the
fully centralized SCS controller, this still implies extensive
communication between subsystems.

From the structure of the LSCS problem in Fig. 2, it
is evident that the VS evolves independently of the agent
dynamics. The VS can be thought of as generating reference
signals for the agents to track. Thus if the virtual forces
FVi that are input to each subsystem asymptotically ap-
proach a common value, and the local controllers satisfy
the LSCS condition, then the subsystems asymptotically
satisfy the SCS conditions. In particular, the system velocities
asymptotically approach the constraint distribution. Thus,
by definition, the concatenated local controllers solve SCS.
Formally we state the following theorem:

Theorem 2: Given n agents A1, . . . ,An, each with input
force FuAi

, let the controllers CAiDi each satisfy LSCS for
formation dynamics Vi with virtual input forces FVi(t) and
constraint distribution DFi. Furthermore, let G be some
graph that interconnects the formation dynamics Vi such
that (FVi − FVj ) → 0 and δ

(
(qVi , vVi), (qVj , vVj )

)
→ 0

as t → ∞ for all i, j ≤ n for some distance function
δ(·, ·) on TQi. Then the constraint distribution DF is an
asymptotically stable invariant distribution of the closed-loop
system corresponding to the composite controller {CAiDFi

}.
The decentralized SCS problem just stated is not exactly

equivalent to the SCS problems stated previously. The reason
is, that there is no single FV to act as designated input to the
system. The requirement that the FVi converge on a single
value is just a consensus problem. The VS is a virtual system,
and therefore can be chosen to be fully actuated. Solutions to
consensus problems for fully actuated systems may be found
in [6], [7], [8].

IV. SOLUTION OF THE LOCAL SIMULTANEOUS
CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION PROBLEM

This section presents an explicit solution to the LSCS
problem. We assume that the physically constrained agent
and the VS dynamics are given by,

∇vVi
vVi = FVi, (5)

P⊥DAi
(vAi) = 0 (6)

PDAi
(∇vAi

vAi) = FuAi, (7)
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for i = 1, . . . , n. We denote this as the ith subsystem where
the i-th agent, Ai, is paired with its own independent model
of the virtual structure dynamics, Vi, which has therefore
been indexed by i as well. Relating to the notations of
the previous section we have that the map (qVi, vVi) =
Vi(FVi, qVi(0), vVi(0)) is given by (5) and (qAi, vAi) =
Ai(FuAi, qAi(0), vAi(0)) is given by (6)–(7). The n sub-
systems are independent of each other. The dynamics of
each individual agent are determined by the physical nature
of that agent, and do not depend on the other agents or
on the virtual body. Likewise, the desired dynamics of the
virtual structure are specified by the designer independently
of the individual agents. However, the dynamics of the
agents and the virtual body are coupled by a final set
of constraints called the agent virtual constraints and are
assumed to be either holonomic or linear nonholonomic
constraints. These are pairwise constraints that each involve
exactly one agent and the virtual structure. As an example,
consider the requirement that the formation of agents moves
as though it were a single rigid body. This is expressed as n
pairwise holonomic formation constraints, each stating that
the position of the i-th agent with respect to the virtual frame
R must be equal to some constant b̄Ai, for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Let us denote by DFi the distribution that captures these
agent virtual constraints. We assume that this distribution
is nonsingular. Let Di = DAi ∩ DFi, mAi = rank(DAi),
mFi = rank(DFi), and mi = rank(Di). The distribution,
DFi, now couples both the virtual structure dynamics (5)
to the agent dynamics (6)–(7). Also let pAFi be the rank
of the distribution Di when restricted to TQAi. That is
pAFi = rank (Di |TQAi

).
Define vD⊥

iF
, PD⊥

Fi
(vi). Using feedback linearization

techniques it follows that there exists a controller that makes
DFi an asymptotically stable invariant distribution if the sys-
tem (5)–(7) has constant vector relative degree with dynamic
extension with respect to the output vD⊥

Fi
and input FuAi. For

these techniques it is necessary that the number of actuation
degrees of freedom of the agent is equal or more than the
number of agent virtual constraints, mFi. Thus we assume
without loss of generality that dim(span{(0, FuAi)}) = mFi.

Let us partition FuAi as FuAi = FAFi + F⊥AFi so
that PD⊥

Fi
(0, FAFi) = 0, PDFi

(0, F⊥AFi) = 0, and
PD⊥

Fi
(0, F⊥AFi) = (0, F⊥AFi). Assume dim(span{F⊥AFi}) =

d⊥AFi and dim(span{FAFi)} = dAFi. Let uAFi =
(u1, · · · , udAFi

) be a parameterization of FAFi and u⊥AFi =
(u1, · · · , ud⊥AFi

) be a parameterization of F⊥AFi. Differen-
tiating vDFi

⊥ , P⊥DFi
(vi) repeatedly we have v

(n)

DFi
⊥ =∑n

r=0

(
n
r

)
(∇rviPD⊥

Fi
)(∇n−r−1

vi (FVi, FAi)). In this differentia-
tion It should be kept in mind that F cAi = −∇vAi

P⊥DAi
(vAi).

Here u(n) denotes the nth time derivative of u(t), ∇nviP
denotes the nth covariant derivative of the operator P , and
∇−1vi (FVi, FAi)) , vi. If the system (5)–(7) has constant
vector relative degree n with respect to the output vD⊥

Fi
and

input FAi, we can then solve

n∑
r=0

(
n

r

)
(∇rviPD⊥

Fi
)(∇n−r−1

vi (FVi, FAi)) =

− anv(n−1)

DFi
⊥ − an−1v

(n−2)

DFi
⊥ · · · − a3v̇DFi

⊥ − a2v(n−1)

DFi
⊥ − a1,

(8)

for ΦAi , u(n−1)
⊥
AFi and uAFi. If constants {ai}

are chosen so that the characteristic polynomial ∆(s) =
sn + an−1s

n−1 + · · · + a1 is Hurwitz, then the controller
given below by (9)–(11) makes the distribution DFi an
asymptotically invariant distribution. One can show that the
relative degree condition implies that (pAFi+(mFi−d⊥AFi))
number of velocity degrees of freedom of the agent are
constrained and can be algebraically expressed using the
rest of the velocity degrees of freedom of the agent, the VS
velocities, VS forces, and derivatives of the VS forces. By
assumption the VS forces, and their derivatives are finite
and hence the VS velocities are finite and therefore, if
(pAFi + (mFi − d⊥AFi)) = nAi, the agent velocities vAi(t)
are finite. It also shows that in this case the zerodynamics
of the ith subsystem are exactly the VS dynamics which are
by design stable.

We state this formally in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: If the system (5)–(7) has constant vector

relative degree n with dynamic extension with respect to the
output vD⊥

Fi
and input FuAi, and if (pAFi+(mFi−d⊥AFi)) =

nAi, then the controller given by

(uAFi,ΦAi) = α(qi, vi, {F (i)⊥
AFi}, {F

(i)
Vi },ΦVi), (9)

F
(n−1)
Vi = ΦVi , (10)

u(n−1)
⊥
AFi = ΦAi , (11)

makes the distribution DFi an asymptotically stable invariant
distribution.

V. EXAMPLES: FORMATIONS OF PLANAR RIGID BODIES

We illustrate our formation control algorithm for agentsAi
described by three simplified models of planar rigid motion,
the unicycle, the hovercraft, and the planar quadrotor (PQR).
In each case, the available control inputs are a force (the
thrust) along a body-fixed direction called the thrust axis,
and a moment normal to the motion plane. These systems are
underactuated by one. For the unicycle, physical constraint
forces act to make the slip velocity identically zero, while
the thrust-axis force and the moment are the controls. The
hovercraft and PQR differ from the unicycle in that the
slip velocity is not physically constrained. Instead, in these
models slip velocity is controlled using the thrust force,
which may give rise to singularities unless an external force
counteracts the control force in the thrust direction. For the
hovercraft this counterforce is viscous friction, while for the
PQR it is gravity.

The formation control problems treated in this section are
1) waypoint tracking and formation reconfiguration for a
formation of unicycles, 2) the same objective for a formation
of hovercraft, and 3) proportional navigation intercept of a
target by a formation of PQRs. In each case VS, denoted
by Vi = Ri × Bi, is described by configuration space
SE(2)×R2, where Ri = SE(2) represents a rigid frame of
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reference and Bi = R2 describes the behavior of the forma-
tion with respect to the frame Ri. Formation reconfiguration
is achieved by allowing the point (bi1, bi2) ∈ Bi to evolve
according to Newtonian dynamics.

Let qi = (xAi, yAi, θAi, xVi, yVi, θVi, bi1, bi2) ∈ Qi =
SE(2)×SE(2)×R2 be the coordinates for the local ith sub-
system. It is convenient to write the dynamic constraints, ex-
ternal forces and dynamics of the system in the body frames
of each agent. In this frame the velocity and force coordinates
are respectively, vi , (vAi, ωAi, zAi, vVi, ωVi, zVi, ui1, ui2),
Fi , (fvAi

, fzAi
, τAi, fVi, fVi, τVi, fi1, fi2).

The formation control problems considered in this sec-
tion are all described by formation keeping and formation
reconfiguration objectives. These may be represented by the
constraint,[

xAi − xVi
yAi − yVi

]
=

[
cos θVi − sin θVi
sin θVi cos θVi

] [
bi1
bi2

]
. (12)

The corresponding velocity constraint in the b-frame is

vD⊥
Fi

=

[
vAi cos(θVi − θAi) + zAi sin(θVi − θAi)
vAi sin(θVi − θAi)− zAi cos(θVi − θAi)
+ bi2ωVi − vVi − ui1
+ bi1ωVi + zVi + ui2

]
. (13)

The inputs available for manipulation are the thrust fvAi
and

the moment τAi. Let FzAi
= fzAi

/MAi, FvAi
= fvAi

/MAi
and TAi = τAi/IAi. Then FuAi = FvAi

b1 + TAib2 and
FAFi = TAib2 and F⊥AFi = FvAi

PD⊥
Fi

(b1). Thus d⊥AFi =

dim(span{F⊥AFi}) = 1 and dAFi = dim(span{FAFi}) =
1.

Evaluating the time derivatives of (13) shows that a system
is relative degree two with dynamic extension with respect
to the output vDFi

⊥ and inputs (FvAi
, TAi) only if ḞzAi

is a
function of TAi. This is the case for the unicycle, where Ai
is subject to the no-slip constraint zAi ≡ 0. Then necessarily
FzAi

≡ vAi ωAi, hence ḞzAi
≡ vAi TAi + (zAiωAi +

FvAi
)ωAi. Therefore a system is relative degree two with

dynamic extension if vAi 6= 0. We henceforth assume for
these cases that the agent velocities remain positive.

In the hovercraft FzAi
= −µzAi, and in the PQR FzAi

=
−g cos(θAi). Because the constraint force FzAi

does not
explicitly depend on ωAi the relative degree two condition is
not satisfied. However in these systems TAi appears in F̈zAi

.
Then we find that TAi will appear in

...
vDFi

⊥ , except for the
special case that F̈zAi

exactly cancels FvAi
TAi. Thus these

systems are generically relative degree three.
For all the cases considered here it can be shown that

pAFi = rank (Di |TQAi
) = 2. Now since pAFi + dAFi =

3 = nAi and dAFi + d⊥AFi = 2 = mFi Theorem-3 applies.
The agent controller ΦAi

is derived from (9). The resulting
expression is too long to reproduce here, but the computa-
tions are straightforward. The VS controller determines the
overall collective behavior of the formation. We decompose
the VS controller as ΦVi = (ΦfvVi

,ΦτVi
,ΦfzVi

,Φi1,Φi2).
Explicit formulas are given below for the relative degree
two and relative degree three cases. As above, all systems
considered here are generically relative degree two or three.

Relative Degree Two Controller:

ΦfvVi
= ḟvVid

− kI(fvVi
− fvVid

),

ΦτVi
= τ̇Vid − kI(τVi − τVid),

ΦfzVi
= ḟzVid

− kI(fzVi
− fzVid

),

Φi1 = ḟi1d − kI(fi1 − fi1d),

Φi2 = ḟi2d − kI(fi2 − fi2d).

Relative Degree Three Controller:

ΦfvVi
= f̈vVid

− kI2(ḟvVi
− ḟvVid

)− kI1(fvVi
− fvVid

),

ΦτVi
= τ̈Vid − kI2(τ̇Vi − τ̇Vid)− kI1(τVi − τVid),

ΦfzVi
= f̈zVid

− kI1(ḟzVi
− ḟzVid

)− kI1(fzVi
− fzVid

),

Φi1 = f̈i1d − kI(fi1 − fi1d),

Φi2 = f̈i2d − kI(fi2 − fi2d).

Formation reconfiguration is ensured by the inputs,

fi1d = −kuiui1 − kbi(bi1 − b̄i1(t)), (14)
fi2d = −kuiui2 − kbi(bi2 − b̄i2(t)) (15)

where the desired position of the center of mass of the
ith agent, (b̄i1(t), b̄i2(t)), is piecewise constant and switches
sufficiently slowly. Finally, the following algorithm on a con-
nected bidirectional graph topology G achieves consensus:[

fvVidc

fzVidc

]
=

[
−MVi zViωVi
MVi vViωVi

]
−
[

cos θVi sin θVi
− sin θVi cos θVi

]
(
kxyc

[
xVi − xVj
yVi − yVj

]
+ kvc

[
ẋVi − ẋVj
ẏVi − ẏVj

])
,

τVidc = −kωc(ωVi − ωVj)− kθc(θVi − θVj).

The tracking objectives in the following examples make
use of the heading angle αe from the designated (x, y)
coordinates of the VS to a target reference (xr, yr). In the
waypoint tracking problem the reference is the location of the
current waypoint. When the formation passes the target, the
reference switches to the next waypoint. Thus the reference
point is piecewise constant. In the proportional navigation
intercept problem, the reference is the location of the target,
which is a continuously varying function of time. In either
case αe = arctan

(
yr−y
xr−x

)
.

A. Waypoint tracking with reconfiguration

The following examples shows the ability of the algorithm
to simultaneously apply formation tracking and formation
reconfiguration. The inputs to the VS are chosen so that the
VS heading angle points to the next waypoint. The VS starts
at (0, 0), and then proceeds to waypoints at (50, 0), (200,
0), (100, 100), (0, 200), and finally (100, 200). The five
individual agents are commanded to specific points in the
VS frame, which define a rigid formation that the agents
maintain while the VS moves. At designated waypoints the
agents reconfigure to a new formation. In the following, the
four agents begin lined up side-by-side. After the waypoint
at (50, 0) the desired formation changes to a single-file
line. After the waypoint at (100,100), the desired formation
changes to a square with an agent at the center. Finally, after
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(a) Unicycle agents (b) Hovercraft agents
Fig. 3. Waypoint tracking with a formation of five agents. Start point is
(0, 0), and waypoints are at (50, 0), (200, 0), (100, 100), (0, 200), (100,
200). Agents start side-by-side, then change to single-file, centered-square,
and back to single file after the waypoints at (50, 0), (100, 100), and (100,
200), respectively.

Fig. 4. A centered-square formation of five planar quadrotors intercepting
a target using proportional navigation of the VS. The target is plotted in
cyan. The target maneuvers once as the formation approaches.

the waypoint at (100, 200) the desired formation switches
back to a single-file line.

The algorithm is applied to unicycle agents, which have
relative degree two, and to hovercraft agents, which have
relative degree three. Model parameters are M = 2, Mi =
I = Ii = 1. The hovercraft requires transitional viscous fric-
tion forces, for which we choose µ = 0.01. The controllers
for both type of agents are given by (9)–(11) with (14)–(15)
and fVid = fVidc + fVidr , fzVid

= fzVidc
+ fzVidr

τVid =
τVidc + τVidr where fVidr = −MVi zViωVi − kv(vVi − v̄),
fzVidr

= MVi vViωVi − kzzVi, and τVidr = −kω(ωVi −
α̇e) − kθ(θVi − αe). For both cases of the unicycles and
hovercrafts the gains are chosen to be kD1

= kD2
= 10, kI =

5, kω = 0.4, kθ = 0.04, kz = kv = 0.5, kui = 1, kbi = 2,
kxyc = 9, kvc = 6, kωc = 6, kθc = 9 and v̄ = 5. Figure 3
shows the results.

B. Proportional navigation of a rigid formation of planar
quadrotors

This example is a somewhat artificial application, but it
shows how the geometric controller can be used to apply
a continuous guidance algorithm to the VS simultaneously
with rigid formation keeping of the individual agents. The
guidance algorithm chosen here is the classic proportional
navigation, or Pro Nav, interception law. The Pro Nav law
states that the interceptor heading angle should rotate at rate
proportional to the rotation rate of the line of sight to the

target. We apply the ProNav law to the VS, and obtain
desired VS rotation rate θ̇Vd = NPN α̇e, where α is the
angle of the line of sight from the VS to the target. The
example is a centered-square formation of five PQRs, to be
held constant with respect to the VS. Parameters are M = 2,
Mi = I = Ii = 1 and g = 1.

The PQR model is relative degree three with respect to
the output vD⊥ and inputs (FuAi, TAi). Therefore we use the
relative degree three controller (9)–(11) with (14)—(15) and
τVidr = −kω(ωVi − NPN α̇e). The gains of the controllers
are chosen as NPN = 4, kD1 = kD2 = 10, kI = 5, kω =
0.4, kθ = 0.04, kz = kv = 0.5, kui = 1, kbi = 2 and v̄ = 5.
Figure 4 shows the simulation results.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present an intuitive and systematic geometric frame-
work for design and implementation of decentralized al-
gorithms for formation control. We use the VS approach
to reduce the collective formation control problem to one
local asymptotic tracking problem for each agent. We state
conditions under which the local problem is solvable, in
which case we provide a constructive solution based on
dynamic feedback linearization. The local solutions are used
in a decentralized controller that requires only asymptotic
consensus of the VS states.

The approach is demonstrated on a formation initialization
and maintenance problem, and on an intercept problem,
both using underactuated planar rigid-body agents. To our
knowledge, these problems have not previously been solved.
Currently we are applying this method to a variety of other
formation control problems, including radar deception and
tracking and formation reconfiguration for underactuated and
nonholonomic agents in two and three dimensions.
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